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DATA SCIENCE
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

WHAT WE OFFER 
Numpy

machine learning

python MySQL

statistics fundamental

Hands-on projects

Placement training 

internship opportunity

multiple certificates

Data science extracts insights and knowledge, From raw data's chaos, it builds a bridge,
Statistics, coding, and domain expertise, its realm, patterns emerge, granting foresight's
privilege. Build the necessary foundation to become an expert in the domain of data science 



MACHINE LEARNING
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Machine learning, the art of algorithms that learn, From data patterns, predictions they
discern, Through training and iterations, they refine, Automating tasks and decisions, a tech
paradigm. Through algorithms, models it refines with care, Training on data, patterns it's
bound to share,  Classification, regression, clustering too,  Machine learning's prowess
reshaping what we knew. 

WHAT WE OFFER 
NLP

python

recommender system

boosting algorithm

hands-on projects

Placement training 

internship opportunity

multiple certificates



WEB DEVELOPMENT
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Web development crafts digital domain,With HTML, CSS, and code's intricate chain, Front-
end and back-end, they unite, Creating websites and apps that delight. Frameworks and
libraries, tools of the trade, Tesponsive layouts, where designs are displayed, Connecting the
world with sites that engage, web development's essence, in each digital stage.

WHAT WE OFFER 
Javascript

css

github

advanced html

hands-on projects

Placement training 

Internship opportunity

multiple certificates 



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Artificial Intelligence, a realm where data-driven algorithms decipher patterns in diverse
domains. Machine learning's symphony of regression, clustering, and classification refines
automation, yet ethical considerations underscore responsible innovation, as AI and human
endeavors converge in reshaping our world's possibilities.

WHAT WE OFFER 
NLP

Predictive analysis

Artificial neural networks

Association rule

Hands-on projects

Placement training 

Internship opportunity

Multiple certificate 



CLOUD COMPUTING
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

WHAT WE OFFER 
Microsoft Azure

Azure environment

Azure Sql  Database

Azure Active Directory

Hands-on projects

Placement training 

Internship opportunity

Multiple certificate 

Cloud computing revolutionizes IT by providing virtualized resources, scalable services, and
on-demand access to computing power, storage, and applications. This flexible technology
enables businesses to innovate without hardware constraints, offering cost-effective
solutions for global collaboration and resource management.



GRAPHIC DESIGN
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

WHAT WE OFFER 
Design theory

Fundamentals

Colours

Typography

Hands-on projects

Placement training 

internship opportunity

multiple certificate

Graphic design blends visual elements like typography, imagery, and color to convey
messages and ideas creatively. It plays a key role in shaping how we interact with media,
from logos and branding to advertisements and user interfaces, using design tools to
produce impactful and visually appealing compositions.



INTERNET OF THINGS
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

WHAT WE OFFER 
Basics of electronics

Prototyping 

Manufacturing 

Communication Networks

Hands-on projects

Placement training 

internship opportunity

multiple certificate

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the network of interconnected devices, equipped with
sensors and software, enabling them to collect and exchange data for improved efficiency
and convenience in various aspects of daily life, though concerns about data security and
management accompany its benefits.





SHAPE YOUR FUTURE WITH US!

FOR MORE INFO

emberquest1@gmail.com

9731755053 | 9743076146 | 9945061841

www.emberquest.in


